Abstract-Conventional neural-network training algorithms often get stuck in local minima. To find the global optimum, training is conventionally repeated with ten, or so, random starting values for the weights. Here we develop an analytical procedure to determine how many times a neural network needs to be trained, with random starting weights, to ensure that the best of those is within a desirable lower percentile of all possible trainings, with a certain level of confidence. The theoretical developments are validated by experimental results. While applied to neuralnetwork training, the method is generally applicable to nonlinear optimization.
concept, used for this development, is the best-of-or the well accepted weakest-link-in-the-chain analysis [1] . The theory is verified by experimental results, in the context of neuralnetwork training. However, the study is generally applicable, and can be extended, to any nonlinear optimization procedure.
II. THE BEST-OF-OR WEAKEST-LINK-IN-THE-CHAIN ANALYSIS [1]
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. In other words, the strength of a chain of links, each of whose strengths is a distributed variable, is the strength of the weakest link. By analogy, the above concept is applicable to optimization problems, when an optimizer is used repeatedly, starting each time with randomly selected values of the decision variables. Each complete optimization, from one random start, is analogous to an individual link. The performance of the optimizer is typically measured by the sum-of-squared errors on a data set [9] . The lower the error, the better the optimizer's performance. The value of the error function, being minimized, is analogous to the strength of a link. The lowest error, of several random starts, is analogous to the strength of the weakest link. The "weakest link," from a certain number of random starts, would mean the best optimization, and not the poorest one, as the name may seem to suggest.
To develop the analogy further, consider the following thought experiment. Train a neural network many times (perhaps thousands), each from independent starting values for the weights. For each training, record , the sum-of-squared errors on the independent test set, after training is complete.
Create a histogram of the values of
The curve which describes the histogram is the probability density function (PDF) of for a particular training problem. It may resemble the curve labeled as "PDF of test set errors" shown in Fig. 1(a) . The -axis location of peaks on the curve represent the sum-of-squared errors where the optimizer stopped. The height of the peaks on the curve represent the probability of the optimizer getting stuck in the local optima. It should be noted that the ordinate in Fig. 1(a) is the smoothed PDF obtained using the kernel method [20] . The global optimum has a value of 0.013 for the sum-of-squared errors, while the local optima have many values ranging from 0.015-0.53. The graph only shows the local optima with values less than 0.05, and it should be noted all errors are dimensionless, since scaled values of network prediction and desired outputs were used in the computation.
Continue the thought experiment. Train a particular network from each of random starts ( is a small number, such as 10), and record the lowest of the sum-of-squared errors. The use of independent random starts, in training a neural network, is equivalent to drawing an independent random sample of size (with replacement) from the distribution and selecting the best-ofresults. Create a histogram of these best-of-values. It would resemble the PDF curve in Fig. 1(b) , labeled "Best-of-"
Reconsider the independent training runs. The probability that any single optimization has an error value, less than or equal to " " is where is the value of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) at Then, the probability of is , and the probability that all elements of the sample, of size , have a value greater than a specific value, is Hence, the probability that at least one of the elements has a value lower than, or equal to, is Using to represent the CDF for the weakest link, from links (1) Equation (1) explicitly defines the value of one of three variables, in terms of values of the other two. is the number of random, independent optimization starts from which the best will be chosen.
is the sum-of-squared errors on any individual optimization.
is the fraction of random starts which would result in a value of less than or equal to " " and If has a value of 0.2, this means that the -value for the sum-of-squared errors is one of the best (lowest) 20% possible values.
is the best (lowest) value for , the sum-of-squared errors, out of starts. is the fraction of best-of--values that result in a value of less than or equal to " " If has a value of 0.99, this means there is only a 1% chance of the best-of--values being worse. Equation (1) can be rearranged to solve explicitly for , given and (2) Alternatively, if the user decides on the desired values of , the level of confidence, and , the percentage vicinity of the lower tail of the distribution, which the bestof-is expected to provide, then (1) can be arranged to give the required number of random starts (3) For example, if you want to be 99% confident ( ) that the best-of-random starts will result in one of the best 20% values for the sum-of-squared errors ( ) then
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Equations (1)- (3) are widely accepted in analyzing reliability and failure of mechanical and electronic devices. In order to verify the theory presented above for optimization, three feedforward neural networks were trained. The details of the training exercise are as follows.
Case 1: A 1-20-2 network, with unipolar sigmoidal activation function in the hidden and output layers, was trained to learn the simulated variation in the reformate yield and octane number (network outputs) as functions of time (network input). Error backpropagation was used with a learning rate of 0.2 and a momentum constant of 0.7. Only the hidden layer was connected to a unit bias, while the output layer was not connected to any bias. There were 80 weights, but only 61 data points were used to train the network. A novel steady-state identification (SSID) algorithm [3] , [4] was used to automatically stop training when the improvement in validation error was statistically insignificant [10] , [14] . Each of the SSID algorithm parameters had a value of 0.05. The test set comprised 80 data points not seen by the network during training.
Case 2: An 8-4-1 network, with unipolar sigmoidal activation function in the hidden and output layers, was trained to learn the experimentally observed variation in the outlet pH (network output) in an in-line pH control system [13] as functions of eight different process variables (network inputs) using the Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer. Only the hidden layer was connected to a unit bias, while the output layer was not connected to any bias. There were 40 weights, and 75 data points were used to train the network. Training was stopped by the SSID algorithm, with values of 0.20 for each of the parameters in the algorithm. The test set comprised 120 data points not seen by the network during training. Case 3: A 4-10-2 network, with unipolar sigmoidal activation function in the hidden and output layers, was trained to predict the simulated manipulated variable action (the reflux rate and the reboiler heat duty), corresponding to a particular feed rate and feed composition, and for control to target overhead and bottoms compositions (network inputs) for a methanol-water distillation column [17] . The Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer was used to determine the weights, and training was stopped by cross-validation. Only the hidden layer was connected to a unit bias, while the output layer was not connected to any bias. There were 70 weights, and 114 data points were used to train the network. The validation and test sets comprised 37 data points each.
In each of the cases described above, the inputs and outputs were scaled between 0.2 and 0.8 using, the entire data set available (including training, test and validation sets). The sum-of-squared errors was calculated on the scaled data.
In order to confirm the theoretical analysis, and must be known for each neural network. Hence, each neural network was trained 1000 times, starting each training with random initial values of the weights in the interval [ 0.01, 0.01]. The 1000 observations on the test set error were accepted to represent the underlying distribution of the test set errors. We chose to test the analysis for values of equal to five, ten, 20, and 50. The general procedure was to draw, with replacement, a random sample of size from the 1000 observations. Fig. 1(a) is an example, from Case 2. The minimum test error of these values was the experimental best-of-values. For each this procedure was performed 400 times. The resulting 400 best-of-data points was used to construct the best-of-histogram. Fig. 1(b) is an example, from Case 2, for
We used the kernel technique [20] to smooth the PDF for both the test set and the best-ofsum-of-squared errors. Fig. 1(a) shows the presence of various local optima, values of , where the optimizer gets stuck. The best-of-PDF, Fig. 1(b) , is located near the lower tail of the PDF of the sum-of-squared errors, as expected.
Figs. 2-4 show the plot of the CDF of sum-of-squared errors and the best-of-CDF for a value of equal to ten, for cases 1-3, respectively. The horizontal and vertical lines on these figures show that when ten random starts are taken, there is a 95% probability that the best network from these ten starts would give a sum-of-squared errors that falls roughly in the lower 26% of all values comprising the underlying distribution of the sum-of-squared errors. Similarly, there is a 99% probability that the best network has a sum-of-squared errors corresponding to the lower 37% of all possible sum-ofsquared errors that form the underlying distribution. Similar observations were made for several values of (although not graphically depicted here).
The behavior of these observations were expected to obey (2) . To verify it, use (2) Tables I-III. Consider  Table I . Theoretically, when the best network is selected from just five random starts, it is expected to result in a sum-ofsquared errors that corresponds to the lower 45.08% of the values comprising the underlying distribution of the sum-ofsquared errors, with a confidence of 95%. Experimentally, it was observed that the best-of-five random starts, for the same confidence, resulted in a network with sum-of-squared errors in the lower 44.6% of the underlying distribution. Statistically, 45.08 and 44.6% are indistinguishably different. Similarly, with 99% confidence, the best network from 50 random starts should give an error in the lower 8.8% of all possible errors. The experimentally observed figure was 9.13%. Results presented in Tables I-III, for various values of , different neural-network architectures, two types of optimizers, three unique data sets, and two stopping techniques, all follow the theoretical pattern laid by the weakest-link-in-the-chain or best-of-analysis.
IV. IMPORTANT FEATURES
The significant features of the study are as follows. 1) Equation (3) determines the required number of random starts of an optimizer, regardless of the application, optimization technique, and stopping criterion, activation function of neurons, etc. It was tested on a wide variety of neural-network training cases. 2) Tables I-III, and (2), indicate that when a network is trained with ten random starts (as has often been the case [15] ), the lowest error found by the optimizer would (1) probably (99% confidence) be within the best 36.9% of the distribution of all possible errors. This may be acceptable, but we would prefer to probably have one of the best 20%, and therefore recommend that all networks be trained with at least 20 random starts. (2) 3) The lower 20% of all possible errors (20 random starts) may not be as close to the global optimum as a particular application desires. Then (3) can be used to determine the number of random starts needed to obtain a trained network within a particular percentile of the generaliza- (3) tion errors, with a certain desirable level of confidence. To cite an example, if the best 2% of all errors is sought ( ) with 99% confidence ( ) then (3) yields the desired value of as
4) The weakest-link-in-a-chain analysis provides a foundation to analytically evaluate the heuristic best-of-ten practice often used in neural-network training [15] .
V. CONCLUSION
The close agreement between the theoretical expectations and the experimental observations, over a wide range of conditions, supports the best-of-analysis to determine the number of random starts needed in neural-network training. The technique is equally applicable, regardless of the application, optimization algorithm, type of data set, and stopping technique.
